
PATA Travel Mart 2023 PTMPPT002

06 Nights – 07 Days Jaipur-Agra-Lucknow- Varanasi
For bookings please contact: inbound@tsimails.com

Day 01 || Delhi - Jaipur (Approx. 265 Kms / 4-5 Hrs)
Embark on your journey from Delhi to Jaipur, covering a distance of approximately 265 kilometers in
4 to 5 hours. As you leave the bustling capital behind, the road takes you through picturesque
landscapes and rural vistas, gradually transitioning into the vibrant cultural tapestry of Jaipur. Arrive
in the Pink City and settle into your accommodations. Later soak in the vibrant atmosphere of local
bazaars by e-rickshaw. In the eveningwitness Aarti ceremony at Birla temple. Overnight at hotel.

Day 02 || Explore Jaipur
Begin your day with a hearty breakfast before embarking on a captivating full-day journey through
Jaipur, the Pink City. Begin with a majestic elephant ride to the Amber Fort for breathtaking
panoramas, followed by a glimpse of royal history at Hawa Mahal. Explore the serene elegance of
Gaitor, adorned with marble cenotaphs. Delve into the architectural grandeur of the City Palace and
marvel at the scientific prowess of Jantar Mantar. Overnight at hotel.

Day 03 || Jaipur - Agra (Approx. 232 Kms / 5 Hrs)
Embark on a road journey from Jaipur to Agra, with fascinating stops along the way. Your first stop is
Abhaneri, where you'll be captivated by the intricate architecture of Chand Baori, one of the largest
step wells in India. Continue to Fatehpur Sikri, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, and explore its
well-preserved Mughal architecture and historical significance. Continue your drive to Agra, upon
arrival visit Agra Fort. Overnight at hotel.

Day 04 || Agra - Lucknow (Approx. 336 Kms / 5 Hrs)
Embark on an enchanting early morning visit to the timeless marvel, the Taj Mahal (closed on
Fridays). After breakfast drive to Lucknow, as you arrive in Lucknow, you'll be greeted by its rich
cultural heritage and historical landmarks. Explore the historical treasures of Lucknow, a city rich in
culture and heritage. Immerse yourself in the grandeur of Bara Imambara and Bhool Bhulaiya,
wander through the ornate Chota Imambara, and marvel at the majestic Rumi Darwaza, Museum and
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also explore the city's vibrant markets, indulge in its renowned Awadhi cuisine, and immerse
yourself in its art and traditions. Overnight at hotel.

Day 05 || Lucknow - Varanasi (Approx. 315 Kms / 6 Hrs)
After breakfast visit Lucknow Residency offer glimpses into its architectural past. Depart from
Lucknow and embark on a road trip to Varanasi, a city that holds immense spiritual significance for
Hindus. The drive of around 315 kilometers takes you through the heart of Uttar Pradesh, offering
glimpses of rural life and the ever-changing landscape. As you reach Varanasi, prepare to be
enchanted by the city's timeless rituals, bustling ghats, and the mesmerizing Ganges River. Overnight
at hotel.

Day 06 || Explore Varanasi
Delve deep into the spiritual and cultural treasures of Varanasi. Begin your day with a boat ride on
the Ganges River during sunrise, witnessing the spiritual rituals and devotion of the city's inhabitants.
After breakfast explore the narrow lanes, visit ancient temples, and experience the evening Ganga
Aarti by boat ride, a mesmerizing ritual that involves chanting, incense, and oil lamps. Overnight at
hotel.

Day 07 || Varanasi – Delhi || By Flight
After breakfast, embark on an excursion tour to Sarnath. Bid farewell to Varanasi as you make your
way to the airport, marking the end of your remarkable journey through these captivating cities.
Reflect on the diverse experiences, cultural encounters, and historical insights that have enriched
your travel adventure. In time board flight UK 674 (Dep: 1520 Arr: 1700 hrs.) to Delhi.
(Please Note: In case the flight timings are inconvenient for you, please feel free to contact us, and
we will be happy to arrange an alternative flight that better suits your schedule.)

(***Our service ends here***)

Note: The driving hours given above from one city to another is based on the normal conditions of
the roads and may vary.  Any break for Food / Tea / Toilets / Sightseeing on the way will take extra
time than the above given hours. 

TOUR PRICE ON PER PERSON BASIS:

All below mentioned cost is in USD, Inclusive of all applicable taxes, nett payable to us & valid for
PATA Travel Mart, Pre & Post Tours.

Accommodation Tour Cost

Single Occupancy USD 1213
Double Occupancy USD 813

Supplement for Airfare: USD 99 Per Person in Economy class (As on date subject to change)
Sectors : Varanasi - Delhi
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Varanasi - Delhi UK 674 1520 / 1700 hrs. USD 99
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Important Note:-
We have quoted you the special fare and theses fares are best available internet fare, which keeps on
changing depending upon the availability and therefore exact fare can be advised at the time of issuance of
ticket after receiving the confirmation from your side.

Above tour cost includes:
● All Accommodation on Single / Twin room on bed & breakfast basis for 06 Nights / 07 days.
● Transportation for all arrival, departure transfers, and tours as per the details provided below:

● 02-03 Pax: AC Toyota Innova Crysta
● 04 Pax onwards : AC Mini Van (Tempo Traveler)

● Witness auspicious evening Aarti at Birla temple in Jaipur.
● Elephant ride at Amber fort in Jaipur.
● 01 Jeep ride while returning from Amer Fort.
● Battery bus ride from parking place to Taj Mahal & Fatehpur Sikri.
● 02 boat rides on river Ganges, Varanasi.
● For groups of 2-3 Pax, local guides will be arranged. For groups of 4 Pax and more, an English-speaking tour
escort will accompany you throughout the tour.

● Entrance fees as per program for one visit only.
City Monuments
Agra Taj Mahal, Agra Fort & Fatehpur Sikri
Jaipur Amber Fort, Observatory and City Palace, Abhaneri stepwell
Lucknow Bara Imambara, Chota Imambara, Lucknow Residency & Museum
Varanasi Sarnath

● All Present Applicable taxes.

Above cost does not include:
● Any Airfare.
● Any other item not specifically mentioned above as “INCLUDED” or in Program.

Accommodation would be in below mentioned Hotels or Similar:
Name of City Hotels Category No. of Nights

Jaipur Trident / Hilton 5* 02
Agra Taj View / Jaypee Palace 5* 01

Lucknow Lebua 5* 01
Varanasi Tree of Life 5* 02

Special Note:

▪ The normal check-in time is 1400 Hrs and check-out time is 1200 Hrs at most of the hotels.
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